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The whole work is focused on important and still discussed theme dealing with nature 

protection and its management from the perspective of economic development. National 

parks, as a kind of nature protection, are still core factors of societal discussion about the 

basic concept of nature protection. The main question is the extent of local community 

engagement into protected area management. 

 

 I really appreciate a logical structure of the work devided into seven chapters.  First two 

chapters represent introduction and theoretical part and are focused on   the historical roots 

and evolution of national parks conception and management strategy.  There is a visible shift 

in societal approach  to national parks management -  from  a strong protection  excluding 

people and their activities  to the  collaboration with the local community living within or  in 

vicinity of the parks. There are described three theoretical conceptions of local people 

position from the parks management perspective – “obstacles” towards nature protection, 

“victims” of protected nature and “opportunists”. I suppose it is a good background for the 

following comparative analyzes. 

  

The main topic of the research could be expressed as a general question about the relationship 

between nature protection and economic development of the protected area - is it an 

opportunity or an obstacle? In terms of answering this question the author tries to reveal local 

population attitudes to park management  and nature protection.. There is tested the 

inhabitants´ perception of opportunities and obstacles they feel in their life because of their 

living within the protected area. The specific accent is placed on  the  residents` attachment to 

the place where  they live. The core analysis is based on the comparison of two national parks 

representing two different management approaches.   These are Sumava  park, the 

representative of  the developed  Eastern  and Central European country and Pelister, the 

representative of the developing country in Southeastern Europe in Macedonia. 

 

The analysis is based on the combination of gathering data from two main sources. There is  

author´s  own  research based on questionnaires survey and the data from the former  

sociological survey research that were  carried out in both parks. This combination enables the 

interpretation of population attitudes within a longer time perspecive which is very important 

for the validity of results and general conclusions. The appendix of work includes  the 

author´s questionnaires. I would  appreciate if there were  also the questionnaires from the 

former research analyzes, the data which the author uses in her work. 

The chapter five, which introduces the results gained from the questionnaires in both parks, is 

made with accurancy and detailed interpretation of all corresponding questions both in graphs 

and their verbal description. There some very interesting and surprising  results appeared, 

such as that the Sumava inhabitants distinguish between the profit of the village ( representing 

the local authority) and local community. It seems as if people feel they are not the part of the 

village they create and live in. It could be interpreted as the negative effect of  alienation of 

the people from the village management/authorities. Not surprising seems the result that 

young people are more flexible and willing to migration. 

 

 

 I would recommend the short comparative summary after each logical part of the 

questionnaire  



( place attachment, environment and nature, management of national park)  that could make 

the  partial results more transparent for readers.  Some difficulties are also caused by  small 

and not colloured graphs. Differnt shadow of grey and black in  small graphs  and their legend 

causing  sometimes difficulties to find  adequate percentage of responses that is pointed in the 

text. The difficulties are also made by the placement of graphs and the connected text on 

different pages. The couple of graphs situated on one page, corresponding the same question, 

are not interpreted in the manner they are posed in the text.   For instance, Figure 5.33 and 

5.34  are next to each other  but the text speaks about the comparison of figure 5.43 and 5.36 

when  fig.5.36 is on the next page. 

 

I greatly appreciate the use of GLM model that give  more serious dimension to  the validity 

of the data interpretation. 

The discussion in the chapter 6 gives us the overview about the importance of social 

background of local population. It could play the most important role in people attitudes and 

perceptions than other so called objective criteria as the size of park etc. These conditions 

could  be  the backround of  results that people in Pelister  appreciate the most, nature and life 

in countryside as the  main reason of their living in the area  while Sumava inhabitants 

motivation is based more on  job opportunities. The higher level of education of people in 

Sumava   is probably the  reason for  more critical attitudes  towards the park management 

than for local community in Pelister. As the most important result I consider   the similar  

answers in both regions dealing with a bad feeling in case of communication with park body 

management.  

 

Conclusions 

 

I think that the work  has a high research quality and fulfill all the criteria for disertation. The 

author proved the ability to research work and  interpretation of data gained from the survey 

and secondary sources as well as to work with both sociological and statistical methods.  I 

would strongly recommend awarding the author of  PhD. title after the successful defence of 

this theses. 

 

 

Comments and suggestions: 

 

Formal comments:  

 

In  the Czech version of the abstract there are a lot of typists errors and bad translation such 

as: 

Na výzkum realizován ( místo realizovaný) 

Výzkumy provedené v periodu (místo v periodě) 

Respondenti si především vnímali (místo všímali).. nepřestěchovali by se 

 

The appendix of work includes  the author´s questionnaires. I will appreciate if there are also 

questionnaires from the former research analyzes of the data which the author uses in her 

work. 

 

The colloured maps in  the description of the case study areas could have been   more 

transparent    as well  as graphs.  Different types of  grey in  small graphs  and their legend 

cause  sometimes difficulties to find  the adequate percentage of the responses that is pointed 

in the  text. The difficulties are also caused by  the placement of graphs and the connected text 



on the different pages. The couple of graphs situated  on one page, corresponding the same 

question, are not interpreted in the manner they are posed in the text.   For instance, Figure 

5.33 and 5.34  are next to each other but the text speaks about the comparison of figure 5.43 

and 5.36 when  fig.5.36 is on the next page. 

 

Suggestions:   

For continuing in this research it could be useful  to combine this sociological  research based 

on the peoples´ attitudes  with the  analysis  of  the real economic situation  within the parks. 

There could be found  an interesting  differences between the peoples´  feelings and  the 

economic reality.  

 

Questions: 

  

Did you make a  pre-test of questionnaires on a pilot sample?  

 

The high response rate (97% in Pelister and 86% in Sumava) was explained by Summer 

village festivities in Pelister but what was the reason of this high rate in Sumava? 

 

I suppose that not only the shortage of finances and people are the main reasons for the 

increasing role of local population in terms of park management. What do you thing about the 

changes in the societal attitudes towards natural protection? And what about the role of the 

park size including villages as a part of  parks? 
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